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Abstract 
 

Internet of things IOT is a network of systems connected within the systems, systems or devices like smart phones, sensors, computer. 

Internet of things connects all the surrounding devices to internet that is internet of things. Smart devices is an electronic device that can 

take logical and intelligent decisions on its own. Sensor are small chip that reacts to the sensed activities. Transfer of data is also done in 

IOT the data which is taken from sensors is sent through cloud database and again can be retreated for the necessary response. The medi-

um of both smart device and database is internet. In this project main motto is to record the changes and information of agriculture field. 

This makes the easy way to cultivate the field in protective shield. Here we get the details of soil moisture, temperature, humidity, and 

periodic information of water supply to field. In agriculture water is the main source to a good healthy field. This project helps us to 

make use of water in efficiently in agriculture fields. Also farmer ids safe from many incoming dangers like thunder strike, snake bite 

and so on. Introducing technology to farmer to operate his field through his phone. This IOT project helps the farmer to collect the in-

formation about water level, soil moisture, humidity, soil fertility, and monitoring of crop allows to find weed, pest detection, animal 

entry into field, and growth of crop. Arduino is an open and free source hardware model used to dump software. It reads input signals of 

sensors and in response the output activation of things like motor, light. Sensors which senses the variation in different mediums of at-

mosphere inputs analogue to digital outputs. Think speak is open source cloud can store and retrieve data of sensors by local area net-

work. 
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1. Introduction 

IOT internet of things is platform where all smart devices are con-

nected to internet to coordinate each other where there is no exter-

nal help is required. [1]The internet of things is changing the 

world much with and then, the way we drive how we purchases 

sophisticated physical world sensors and chips are embedded in 

the physical thing that surrounded us, each of these will transfer 

and share data. This internet of things work in real time applica-

tion like manufacturing machines, traffic analysis, and controlling 

our health this type of internet things platform that reverse the data 

and allow the simple language to smart devices and applications to 

communicate each other. This project is efficient to manage agri-

cultural crop filed and low cost and reduces the working cost and 

save energy of working men. This project technology is based on 

wifi Arduino module to for wireless sensors. Water management 

through intelligent machines by use of soil moisture sensor by 

detecting moisture in soil it is designed for smart irrigation. This 

design is uses wifi data transfer to database. There is another de-

sign which uses GMS Global System for Mobile Communica-

tions, the project contains both hardware and software model and 

network protocol with different tasks. It is compact in size and low 

weight with good performance and operation and improves 

productivity of field. 

Existing method: There are many projects with same aim of appli-

cation, but in different methods like operating through Arduino , 

micro processor with GPRS modem etc. the operation of this goes 

like this via message controlling or through pure automation. 

Innovation method: In our project we just made it simple and low 

cost equipment. We used mini Arduino node MCU with Wifi 

module and inbuilt humidity and temperature sensor, soil moisture 

sensor in addition to water level sensor to it. The whole project is 

automated itself. If the moisture in soil is low then the irrigation to 

crop field starts i.e the supply of water starts. All the data is trans-

fer to cloud via wifi and represented in graphical analysis time to 

time. 
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Graphical representation:  

 
Fig. 1: Graph. 

 

2. Applications 

Now-a-days agriculture is a risky action in hope of good result but 

weather, water scarcity, soil fertility; pesticides are the main prob-

lem for crop fields where they were spoiled. But internet of things 

is making agriculture beneficiary with few new applications of 

IOT. [3] Water management the adequate water supply is much 

for agriculture. Excess or shortage of water will kill crop. IOT 

makes better water management possible when couple with sensor, 

data and other machinery like automated water sprinkling, preci-

sion agriculture, soil quality, ect. Integrated Pest Management or 

Control, observation, Inspection, Identification, Record Tracking 

and automatic spraying of pesticides at right time. Remote Crop 

monitoring, Climate monitoring and Forecasting, Food production 

and safety with Smart Logistics and warehousing, Collection data 

and analysing every minute inch of crop and its growth and thus 

making it easy to predict the crop. 

3. Implementation 

Node wifi modem MCU is an open supply IOT platform.[5] It 

uses the AMBEDED C language. The project is the basic of Ardi-

uno board, and engineered on the ESP8266. nodeMCU uses sev-

eral open supply comes. The Node wifi MCU runs on the 

ESP8266 Wi-Fi, and hardware that supported the ESP8266 mod-

ule.54 milli meter pitch headers. The Node wifi MCU board uses 

the CH340G USB/UART device chip. you may ought to transfer 

and install the correct driver to induce going with the event. An 

easy thanks to communicate with the LUA interpreter on the 

ESP8266. It permits you to perform straightforward tasks. as an 

example, set the SSID and watchword for your wireless router 

therefore it can hook up with your network via graphical user 

interface. you'll conjointly browse out or set the standing of its 

GPIO ports. Get information just like the information processing 

address or the chip ID, or transfer files. 

 
Fig. 2: Project Model. 

 

[9]Yet, you'll moreover try Explorer which features a additional 

up to date computer program. It conjointly has syntax highlight on 

LUA code. You can notice some usage examples here to begin 

your development activities [3] BC547 semiconductor One part 

that has revolutionized the technology at intervals the past decade 

is known by its name semiconductor unit. Transistors have ena-

bled variety of humankind’s biggest leaps in technology. Transis-

tors actually helped begin age and it conjointly revolutionized 

computer style and spawned a whole business in California’s apt-

ly-named geographic area. Let’s see what a semiconductor is all 

regarding It is named as semiconductor that is of 2 terms: “trans-

fer-of-resistor.” It implies that the inner resistance of semiconduc-

tor transfers from one worth to a different values counting on the 

biasing voltage applied to the semiconductor. so it's called transfer 

resistor: i.e. TRANSISTOR. 
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Fig. 3: Wifi Node Mirco Controller Unit. 

 

A semiconductor may be a semiconductor unit accustomed ampli-

fy and switch electronic signals and wattage. Transistors works 

splendidly for a pc production. [8] With good engineering, transis-

tors facilitate computers power though vast number of calculations 

in an exceedingly short time. The easy switch operation of transis-

tors is what permits our pc to complete massively complicated 

tasks. In an exceedingly pc chip, transistors switch between 2 

binary states zero and one this can be the language of computers. 

[10] One pc chip will have legion transistors along with regular 

switch. Semiconductor is made from element found in sand which 

is called silicon which is not a good conductor for electricity. 

Electrons have a charge, silicon is treated with n-type and con-

jointly referred to as NPN semiconductor. 

 

 
Fig. 4: BC547Semiconductor. 

 

We will conjointly dope Si with alternative impurities like atomic 

number 5, gallium, and metallic element. Si treated this fashion 

can lose some electrons, therefore electrons in near materials can 

tend to flow into it.[2] an absence of electrons is that the same 

issue as a charge, therefore we tend to decision this type of Sip-

type (positive type) and conjointly referred to as PNP semiconduc-

tor. Brief Introduction to NPN semiconductor The NPN semicon-

ductor are often employed in 2 totally. Together with alternative 

electronic parts, like resistors, coils, and capacitors, it are often 

used because the active part for switches and amplifiers. Like all 

alternative NPN transistors, this sort has an emitter terminal, a 

base or management terminal, and a collector terminal. In an ex-

ceedingly typical configuration, the present flowing from the bot-

tom to the electrode controls the collector current. a brief vertical 

line, that is that the base, will indicate schematic for an NPN tran-

sistor, and therefore the electrode, that may be a diagonal line 

connecting to the bottom, is AN point inform removed from the 

bottom. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper describes about the low power smart irrigation system 

with wed based and application based with tracking temperature, 

humidity, water level, and water pump on and off timings are 

recorded. The hardware is implemented with a programmed node 

micro controller unit, soil moisture sensor, temperature and hu-

midity inbuilt sensor, water level sensor, relay and a DC motor to 

pump water to field. By using this technique, any type of remote 

gadgets can be programmable micro controller to send and control 

data for handling supplies over internet. 
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